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Abstract
Feature extraction and representation is a key step in scene
classification. In this paper, a contour detection-based midlevel features learning method is proposed for scene
classification. First, a sketch tokens-based contour detec‐
tion scheme is proposed to initialize seed blocks for learning
mid-level patches and the patches with more contour pixels
are selected as seed blocks. The procedure is demonstrat‐
ed to be helpful for scene classification. Next, the seed blocks
are employed to train an exemplar SVM to discover other
similar occurrences and an entropy-rank criterion is utilized
to mine the discriminative patches. Finally, scene catego‐
ries are identified by matching the discriminative patches
and testing images. Extensive experiments on the MIT
Indoor-67 dataset, the 15-scene dataset and the UIUCsports dataset show that the proposed approach yields
better performance than other state-of-the-art counterparts.

vision, while feature extraction and representation is a
fundamental step in scene classification. Human beings,
when seeing a picture, can extract the context information
between global features and local features, which is helpful
for inferring the place they are looking at. For example, the
place with lots of clothes is probably a wardrobe; while a
computer is unlikely to be found in a kitchen. To make a
computer understand an image efficiently like a human
being, the ability to capture and analyse such context
information should be embedded in a computer vision
system.

1. Introduction

Generally speaking, image representation can be catego‐
rized into three levels: low-level, mid-level and high-level.
In low-level representation, great progress has been
achieved with the invention of local invariant descriptors,
such as SIFT [1], SURF [2] and ORB [3]. For instance, Nister
et al. [4] proposed an extremely efficient image retrieval
method based on SIFT features. It takes only around 0.2
seconds to extract features on a 640 × 480 frame and the
database query takes only 25ms on a dataset with 50,000
images. However, low-level features based methods
cannot provide sufficient semantic information for scene
recognition, since they depend mainly on corner points.

Scene classification is an important and challenging task for
robots to understand the content of images in computer

In order to extract semantic information, high-level
features based on object detection have been introduced to
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image representation in recent years. In [5], Dalal et al.
proposed a gradient descriptor, called histogram of
oriented gradient (HOG), which has been proved to be an
effective pedestrian detection descriptor. The HOG models
of pedestrians were trained in a sliding window framework
to represent the global shape features of pedestrians.
Felzenszwalb et al. [6] extended the HOG model to a de‐
formable part model (DPM) by adding object parts. It has
become a state-of-the-art object detection framework for
multiple classes. Such high-level representation has also
been applied to scene classification. In [7], Li et al. presented
an object bank (OB) method to encode the object appear‐
ance and spatial location information in images. Thus, an
image can be represented as objects appearing in it. Zhu et
al. [8] proposed an upstream model that modelled the
interaction of objects and scene topics jointly. Since the
number of trained object classes is small, an image could
not be well represented using the model. Pandey and
Lazebnik [9] applied the standard DPM model to scene
classification rather than object detection. In their study, the
DPM model can capture recurring visual elements and
salient objects in different scenes. By integrating the
standard global image features, the method obtained a
good performance in terms of classification accuracy on the
MIT Indoor-67 dataset. However, the issues of object part
initialization and learning were not addressed in the article.
Moreover, since the labels of the objects are necessary for
all high-level feature based methods, the models have to be
retrained for reorganization of a new object class.
Compared with the low-level and high-level representa‐
tion of images, mid-level representation has attracted a lot
of attention, since it is more flexible and powerful for visual
recognition. Mid-level representation is more adaptive to
appearance distributions in the real world than the lowlevel features; on the other hand, it does not require the
semantic grounding of high-level entities. In [10], Vogel and
Schiele proposed a model to detect a set of visual concepts
locally over image regions; in this method, images were
represented by the frequency of the detected local concepts.
In [11], a method that discovered a set of discriminative
image patches without any supervision was proposed by
Singh et al. Some mid-level patch candidates were chosen
by an SVM; these candidates were further refined accord‐
ing to purity and discriminativeness. In addition, Singh et
al. [11] also proposed a notion of "doublet", which denotes
a combination of two noticeable mid-level patches satisfied
with a certain spatial relationship. The "doublet" helps to
effectively represent the context of an image. The method
obtained promising classification results on the MIT
Indoor-67 dataset. Carl et al. [12] proposed a discriminative
clustering approach to discover geographically represen‐
tative image elements automatically from Google Street
View imagery. They demonstrated that these elements
were visually interpretable and perceptually geo-informa‐
tive. In their work, a large number of randomly sampled
candidate elements are initialized; those candidate ele‐
ments with too many neighbours in the negative training
2
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dataset are then rejected; finally, clusters are gradually built
by applying iterative discriminative learning to each
candidate. Mittelman et al. [13] proposed a weakly super‐
vised approach to learn mid-level features, where only
class-level supervision is provided during training. They
developed a novel extension of the restricted Boltzmann
machine (RBM) by incorporating a Beta-Bernoulli process
factor potential into hidden units. The method uses the
class labels to promote category-dependent sharing of
learned features, which tends to improve the generalization
performance. Juneja et al. [14] proposed a simple, efficient
and effective method to discover discriminative image
patches (or parts) for scene classification. Starting from a
single patch occurrence, or seed block, the additional
patches are incrementally discovered by training SVMs to
find the occurrences of the seed block. During learning
patches, a superpixels-based segmentation method [15]
was employed to initialize the locations of seed blocks. A
seed block is initialized for each superpixel by centring a
64×64 pixels block at the centre of the superpixel whose area
is in the range of 500 to 1,500 pixels. However, the initiali‐
zation strategy may lose some significant mid-level
features since the constraint is rigid.
In this paper, we propose a new mid-level patch learning
method for scene recognition based on contour detection.
First, in order to obtain sufficient candidate patches, a
contour detection algorithm is applied to image prepro‐
cessing, which detects the occurrences of the contours in
the images in a sliding window framework. The seed blocks
are then initialized by selecting the image patches contain‐
ing more contour pixels. Next, these seed blocks are used
to build models of image regions to find more patch
occurrences in the training data. After that, an entropy-rank
evaluation criterion [14] is employed to select discrimina‐
tive patches from all the candidates discovered above.
Finally, the discriminative patches are utilized to categorize
scenes by matching test images. The main contributions of
this paper are as follows:
1.

The proposed learning method with little supervision
can automatically discover image patches with
semantic information, which is helpful for improving
scene recognition performance.

2.

The proposed method of patch learning based on
contour detection performs better than other counter‐
parts.

3.

The proposed method based on mid-level features
obtains better performance than other methods in
terms of recognition accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the contour
detection-based learning method of discriminative patches
for scene classification is presented in Section 2. In Section
3, a novel patches-based scene classification method is
described. The experimental results and discussions are
presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 5.

2. Learning Discriminative Patches
Some discriminative objects usually present in specific
scenes. For instance, computers typically appear in
computer rooms; pots and pans usually stay in kitchens;
books are generally the major feature in libraries. Thus, by
seeing some discriminative objects in a scene, a person can
determine what type of scene he/she is possibly or
impossibly in. Compared with low-level features, midlevel features can provide more abstract semantic informa‐
tion, which is helpful in identifying the scenes. Mid-level
features usually include some structures of visual frag‐
ments, such as corners of a room, a part of a potted plant,
etc.
In this section, we introduce a patch learning algorithm to
automatically discover the discriminative patches in the
images. The learning approach consists of three proce‐
dures: initialization, learning and discovery. Since the
initialization is a prerequisite for the latter two procedures,
it is crucial to generate candidate image patches (i.e., seed
blocks) to train the learning models. In this paper, a contour
detection-based initialization approach is proposed to
generate the seeds and the patches with more contour
points are chosen to be seed blocks.
2.1 Contour detection
Inspired by [16], we introduce a contour detection algo‐
rithm based on sketch tokens in the initializing procedure
of patch learning. Sketch tokens are mid-level representa‐
tions of images that are learned from image patches
containing hand-drawn contours. In the training step,
patches with human-generated contour pixels are clustered
to form sketch tokens by using a random forest classifier.
In the contour detection step, when a patch is classified into
a class of sketch tokens, the centre pixel of this patch is
regarded as a contour pixel. In this paper, the patches with
more contour points are regarded as seed blocks, which are
then used to find discriminative patches.
2.1.1 Definition of sketch tokens
The goal of defining sketch tokens is to represent the variety
of image local edge structures, such as straight lines, curves,
corners, t-junctions and y-junctions. Human-generated
image contours in [16] are adopted to discover and define
the sketch tokens. The image dataset for learning sketch
tokens was built by David Martin et al. [17]. In the dataset,
there are a set of images I and a corresponding set of handdrawn binary contour images S .
The sketch tokens are defined as the clusters of the patches
sampled from the binary image set S , which satisfy the
following two conditions: first, that all of the patches have
a fixed size of 35 × 35 pixels; second, that these patches
contain labelled contours at their centre pixels. The clus‐
tering is performed on the features of their corresponding
patches in images I using a K -means algorithm. Fig. 1

shows some examples of sketch tokens. The details of
feature extraction and classification are discussed below.

Figure 1. The average values of sketch token clusters

2.1.2 Feature extraction and classification
Given the notation of sketch tokens, their occurrences in
every location of the input images can be detected. If a patch
of the input images is considered to be a kind of sketch
token, the centre pixel of the patch is selected as a contour
pixel. As described in [18], the features are grouped into
two types. One is where the features are directly indexed
into multiple channels and the other is the self-similarity
features. The channels of patches in images I consist of
colour, gradient magnitude and oriented gradient. The
colour channels are computed in the CIE-LUV colour space.
The gradient magnitude channels are calculated using
Gaussian blur with σ =0, 1.5 and 5 respectively. In the
gradient magnitude channels with σ =0 and σ =1.5, the
oriented gradients are quantified into four channels (voting
into four orientation bins in 0 ~ 360 ) respectively. There‐
fore, there are three colour channels, three gradient
magnitude channels and eight oriented gradient channels.
The pixels in these channels are regarded as the first type
of feature. The second type of feature is based on selfsimilarity [19]. The aim of this type of feature is to find out
the portions of an image patch that contains texture
boundaries. To compute this type of feature, a 35 × 35 patch
is divided into 5 × 5 cells, where each cell is a region with
7 × 7 pixels. For the cells i and j in channel k , the selfsimilarity feature f ijk is defined as
fijk = s jk - sik

(1)

where s jk is the sum of cell j in channel k and sik is the sum

of cell i in channel k . Fig. 2 shows the distances in a colour
channel. There are 25 L1 distances ∑k | f ijk | in a colour

channel between one cell with a yellow box and the other
cells in the range of the original patch.
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Figure 2. Illustration of distances in a colour channel. The left is the original patch and the right is the L1 distances ∑k | f ijk | from one cell with a yellow box
to the other cells.

Fig. 2. Illustration of distances in a colour channel. The left is the

Let tij be the probability of patch xi belonging to token j and
Since there are multiple classes of sketch tokens, a random
forest is used to categorize their types. Similar to [16],
ti0 be the probability of patch xi belonging to the "no
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patch centre
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2.1.3 Contour detection

ij

k

(4)

In this way, all pixels in an image can be classified as
contour points or non-contour points. In this paper, 25 trees
are trained until every leaf node is pure or contains five
jk examples
ik or less. All of the features and parameters of the
random forest are performed on the popular Berkeley
segmentation dataset and benchmark (BSDS500) [17]. We
define edge strength according to equation
ik (3) for sketch
tokens. Fig. 3 shows some qualitative comparison results of
the contours. It is evident that the sketch tokens method
captures more details, such as the structure of the building
on the second row, than the SCG approach [20].

f s s

ijk
As described above, the features of all 35 × 35 patches in
the images are classified using the random forest method.
The outputs of these patches are the probabilities of sketch
tokens' classes (includingjk non-sketch token classes). The
tokens label of a patch is assigned to the sketch token class
that holds the highest probability value. Since all the centre
pixels of sketch tokens are contour pixels, the centre pixel
of a patch categorized to a sketch token is considered as a
contour point.

where s

k =1

is the sum of cell j in channel k and s

(1)

(a

is

Fig.

the sum of cell i in channel k . Fig. 2 shows the distances

in a colour channel. There are 25
L1 distances  k fijk
2.2 Learning discriminative patches

in a
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2.2.1 Initialization

colour channel between one cellIn this
with
a yellow box and the
paper, a pixel is considered as belonging to a contour

when the probability ei in equation (3) is larger than a

Let

other cells in the range of the original
T (0.7 in our experiments). The seed blocks of the
thresholdpatch.

training images can be generated using the contour
detection approach. First, for each image in the training
dataset, we randomly sample S image patches with 64 × 64
pixels. The pixels of each patch are then categorized into
contour pixels and non-contour pixels by utilizing the
contour detection method discussed above. As a result, the
top L (20 in our experiments) patches with the most
contour pixels are chosen to be the seed blocks. The seed
blocks initializing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1,
where the parameter thres stands for the threshold of
sampling number, which is defined as 100 in this paper,
and NUM stands for the total number of training images.

Since there are multiple classes of sketch tokens, a random

forest is used to categorize their types. Similar to [16],

150,000 contour patches (1,000 per token class) and 160,000

and

conto

conta

non-contour patches (800 per training image) are randomly

Figure 3. Example results of contours. The sketch tokens approach captures
more details, such as the structure of the building on the second row. (a)
Original (b) Ground truth (c) SCG [20] (d) Sketch tokens [16].

sampled to train each tree. For each tree, the Gini impurity
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Algorithm 1. Seed blocks initialization
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In contrast to the
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Figure 5. The left is a seed instance. The right is some expanded example
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Given the seed blocks, other similar occurrences of each
seed block can be discovered. An exemplar SVM [21] is
applied to induce a further expansion process to make more
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)
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where h ( x ) = max(0, 1 − x ) is the hinge loss function;
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that its

denotes the HOG template of a positive example; x denotes
a HOG template of a negative example; N E represents
correspond
negative windows from other classes of scenes; and
C1 and C2 are the loss penalty coefficients for positive and

negative samples. Finally, all the obtained occurrences,
including the seed blocks, are regarded as candidate
discriminative patches for further mining in subsequent
processing. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a seed block and
its expanded occurrences. In contrast to the method in [14],
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number of scene classes and p  y | r  is

of the blue one, the image patches of the red one have lower
average entropy. As a result, the top discriminative patches
can be selected from the candidate patches. The discriminative

different numbers of patches per category for matching. The
results of the recognition rate are shown in Table 1; from
which we can see that the highest accuracy is achieved when
Table 1. Results of classification accuracy with a different number of
where pi is the x-coordinate of the top-left pixel of a patches
4.1 MIT
per Indoor-67
category. dataset

matched patch in the test image; W is the width of the test
image, with wi the width of the i-th discriminative patch;
HOGPi denotes the HOG vector of the matched patch in the

test image; and hog pi represents the HOG vector of the i-th

discriminative patch. In equation (7), the cosine function is
used to calculate similarity. Since every sampled patch has
64 × 64 pixels in our experiments, so wi equals 64 and the

sliding step is eight. Among all scene categories, the test
image is classified into the one that gets the highest
matching score. The proposed method based on the
discriminative patches for scene classification is shown in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Discriminative patches-based scene
classification
Step 1. Set the values of threshold T , sampling number S and
seed number L ; set the value of top discriminative patches m .
Step 2. Initialize seed blocks using Algorithm 1 and obtain
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Step 5. Identify scene categories

for

m discriminative patches of each scene do

match with each testing image in a sliding window
framework;
calculate the matching scores of each scene;
end for
Recognize scenes according to matching scores
end for

The MIT Indoor-67 dataset [22], containing 67 indoor

4. Experimental
Evaluations
scene categories,
is largely divided into shops, home,
public spaces, leisure and work. Evaluation uses the

The proposed approach is evaluated using three popular
protocol of [22], where each category has 64 training
datasets: MIT Indoor-67 dataset [22], 15-scene dataset [23]
16 validation
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andimages,
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[24]. and 20 test images.
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As shown in Table 2, the proposed method outperforms
other approaches in terms of Acc. In addition, the mAP
15-scene
datasetachieves
contains
(mean Average Precision)The
of the
proposed method
45.72%, which is better than that of [14].

higher than other scenes. This is because the features in the
images of the bedroom and the living room are too similar
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images
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their of
categories.
Some confusing images of the
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4.2 15-scene dataset
The 15-scene dataset contains 4,485 images of 15 categories
of indoor and outdoor scenes, such as bedroom, kitchen,
coast, city, etc. We randomly chose 100 images per class for
training and the rest for testing. The accuracy results are
shown in Table 3 and the classification confusion matrix of
the proposed method is shown in Fig. 9. It is evident from
Table 3 that the proposed method outperforms other
counterparts except for the Hybrid-Parts+GIST-color+SP
[34] and the LScSPM [32]. In contrast to a HOG-based
representation of the proposed approach, the method in
[34] adopted multi-features composition, which leads to
slightly better performance in terms of accuracy; while the
LScSPM in [32] using low-level representation obtains the
best performance; however, the extracted features have a
lack of semantic information. From Fig. 9, we can see that
the false rates of the bedroom and the living room are
Int J Adv Robot Syst, 2016, 13:30 | doi: 10.5772/62266
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Table 2. The performances of scene classification over the MIT Indoor-67
dataset
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GIST-color [28]

Table 3. Classification performances over the 15-scene dataset

4.3 UIUC-sports dataset
The UIUI-sports dataset contains 1,792 images of eight
sports categories. We randomly selected 70 images for
training and 60 images for testing in each category.
The performance comparison is shown in Table 4. The
classification confusion matrix of the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 11. As shown in Table 4, the proposed
approach performs better than all other methods, except for
the p.d.f (probability density function) method, the
probable reason being that the p.d.f method uses an
improved HOG features method for image representation.
4.4 Discussions
Mid-level representation is more adaptable to appearance
distributions in real world than low-level features; howev‐
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approach has achieved promising results, further research
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